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PRESS NEWSLETTER 

Hello Autumn - Vacation for People with sun
in their hearts

Darmstadt, September 21st, 2017 *** We have already felt it last week.
Autumn is coming. This is a great time for sustainable travel opportunities like
culinary city trips, long hikes in nature or to soak up the last rays of sun in
southern areas. What would a green vacation idea like this look like? And what
would be an appropriate must have? 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://p.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-q6jlgnja-y9h
http://p.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-uq37e6t2-ehc
http://p.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-xlvuy182-1ata
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When Heidi and Peter relax ...
The Hotel Outside is located in East Tyrol amidst the national park Hohe
Tauern. Gadgets like e-mountain bikes, backpacks, nordic walking sticks and
hiking sticks are available for long hiking trips as well as shorter walks in
nature. Furthermore, the lovingly designed spa area is there to fulfill every
wish. Another highlight, besides treatments with mountain hay and local
herbs, clearly is the glacier peeling. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-5uapaj2u-tnk
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Warm scarves and hats - sustainably trendy
Following the cradle-to-cradle principle, the german streetwear label Recyclist
Workshop produces all its sweaters, scarves and hats out of recycled resources.
In order to watch out for the environment, the label’s products can be returned
even after being worn. In that way a significant contribution to a sustainable
recycling circuit can be made.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://www.recyclistworkshop.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-9hq1dlqu-iuj
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Ti amo - Milano!

In order to enjoy the Italian dolce vita in autumn, a trip to Milan and the green
Hotel Milano Scala is a great idea. The first zero-emission hotel of the fashion
capital is located directly in the city center. Next to beautiful environmental
friendly rooms, the Milano Scala also offers an organic kitchen with special
vegetarian and vegan autumn menus. A healthy diet is important to the hotel’s
restaurant, as it also uses regional products. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-bvbozple-7yf
http://www.hotelmilanoscala.it.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-fmr0mxoi-ryq
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Stepping foot in the Amazon world

The Inkaterra hotels in Peru invite guests to a very special adventure vacation
in the amazon region. On guided tours you are able to dive right into the wide
variety of animal and plant species of the jungle, experience spectacular
sunsets and savor the regional kitchen. After that, the night is spent in the
individual resorts of the Inkaterra group. A stop at the Inka citadels Machu
Picchu and Cusco complete the Peruvian jungle experience. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-jrgaji6a-19gs
http://www.inkaterra.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-nkk5ju7a-19d2
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Trekking tours in Morocco
Kasbah du Toubkal in Morocco is not a conventional hotel, it is more of a
tourism project. The small accommodation is located amidst mountains, in a
Berber village, not far from the capital Marrakech. In fact, a stay in the Kasbah
du Toubkal gives guests the unique chance to really get to know the simple
lifestyle of the Berbers. Besides tranquility and seclusion, this region is also a
great location for trekking tours - even in autumn. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-q6jk7pgm-ovj
http://www.kasbahdutoubkal.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-uu19rwxi-kup
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It's all about coziness
In the Black forest you can find a true gem when it comes to well being. The
Hotel Lamm in Mitteltal. A wide variety of offers are presented by the
charming hotel all year round. Especially in autumn a lot of activities await the
guests of the Hotel Lamm. Whether it’s culinary highlights only complete with
local products in the hotel’s own restaurant, long guided hikes in nature or cozy
hours in front of the birch wood fired fireplace.
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-vmu5hliq-npo
http://www.lamm-mitteltal.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-5y8srl7a-jzh
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Sustainable coffee to go cups
The Dutch label zuperzozial designs and sells biodegradable dishes made from
bamboo fibers, corn and melamine resin. After all, a sustainable coffee to go
cup for a warm cup of fair trade coffee or tea is perfect for autumn. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

The German Green Pearls GmbH with place of business in Darmstadt, Germany unifies international
tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social commitment. Thereby,
Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that consolidates sustainable hotels, destinations
and restaurants in a global data source.

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls® Unique Places, are a sustainability plan on
management level, sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery
measures, the use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for
the social balance in each of the vacation regions.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Please click here for matching images in high resolution. All usage rights for images and photographies 
belong, unless otherwise noted, to the hotels concerned and must be quoted. For more information on

Green Pearls® visit www.greenpearls.com, Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest or the Green Pearls Blog. 

Press Contact:
Green Pearls GmbH
Dieburgerstrasse 203

64287 Darmstadt
T: +49 (0) 6151-273 669 11
F: +49 (0) 6151-273 669 19

http://zuperzozial.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-7mniwg9i-1caz
http://www.dropbox.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-c75cxsuq-tf7
http://www.dropbox.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-hhu1ubuq-dk3
http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-i87g0fya-12ap
http://www.facebook.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-ngmngj6u-115
http://www.instagram.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-q1ml57w6-1an2
http://de.pinterest.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-uxzc00za-v1r
http://www.greenpearls.n2g30.com/gzsq1d4z-upb719dy-vuqb6roy-137x
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E: press@greenpearls.com
W: www.greenpearls.com
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